
Rank Submitted By
Type of  Good  

Catch  Group
Observation  Made Deficiencies Corrections  Made

Recommendation to  

Eliminate  Recurrences

1 Brandon Recar
Caught 

Between/Struck By

Clamp on concrete pump hose 

was slowly opening up

Them are very high pressured 

hoses and if they bust workers at 

a close and not so close could get 

injured sprayed with concrete hit 

with the hose

Stopped pump backed off the 

pressure before removing clamp 

re adjusting it and putting 

another safety pin in the clamp

Remind everyone in jsa to stay 

away from hoses when pumping 

and always pay attention and be 

aware of what’s going on around 

you not talking on the phone or 

stuff like that

2 Brian Pate Fall Protection

trade partner was observed 

getting ready to cut metal roof 

decking(penetration for roof 

hatch) without face shield or 

appropriate fall protection(fall 

hazard would occur after decking 

was cut)

insufficient ppe/fall protection

trade partners instructed to stop, 

conversation was had making him 

aware of the hazards that he was 

about to be exposed to/JSA was 

re-visited and was properly 

discussed and 

documented/appropriate ppe 

and fall protection was gathered 

and worn prior to work taking 

place

ensure jsa is followed, correct 

conversations and documentation 

took place prior to work, just not 

followed

grating was set preventing the 

crew from using EZ line tie off 

system

crew could not find any proper tie 

off points to do bolt up

crew will take down one EZ line 

and install it below the grating so 

they can reach all points that 

need bolted up

Crew was looking ahead and saw 

this issue before it became a 

problem. no corrective action will 

be needed

Bunge safety noticed ironworkers 

were using an extension ladder to 

access 2nd floor

Bunge safety rules prohibits the 

use of extension ladders

ironworkers removed the ladder 

from the job site

waiting on a permit from Bunge 

safety before the ladder may be 

used

4 Don Recar Excavations

Fence needed to be added to 

keep people away from 

excavation

Potential fall hazard Corrected immediately Discuss in JSA

5 Isaac Corson
Caught 

Between/Struck By

Noticed someone about to grease 

skid with arms in the air without 

releasing the safety arm on the 

lift cylinder.

Hydraulics could fail and drop 

arms causing serious injury

Explained to employee the 

potential hazard of not installing 

that safety bar.

Explain the safety measures of 

equipment to crew members 

during next JSA

6 Jason Goguen Vehicular/Equipment

installing fume hood blowers on 

concrete pads, moving 

equipment with fork lift.

operator using forklift not using a 

spotter in close proximity of plant 

buildings.

corrected the operator when 10 

ft from plant equipment and 

buildings to have a spotter.

Added the spotter to JSA

Jason Myatt

Our sub had their anchor point 

for their tie off location back 

above a structure and then was 

walking out onto a platform that 

was outside that structure.  If 

they would have fallen the tie off 

location would have caused them 

to swing back into the wall below 

causing what has potential for 

serious injury.

Did not want to hang the fall 

arrest system for the main 

structure overhead due to the 

height of the structure.

They where going to finish the 

day working out of the lift and 

then hang the retractable 

overhead once they get some 

rope to be able to pull the line 

down to tie off tomorrow.

Just have to make sure everyone 

is educated on how fall arrest 

systems are designed to work

Joe Sterkis

I noticed a employee using a 

Baker scaffold without locking the 

wheels

not securing the scaffold in place 

before using it

i stopped him and explained the 

importance of it

make sure all trades are aware of 

the rules

8 JR Winningham Rigging

During safety audit I noticed a 

frayed strap. Strap wasn’t terrible 

but was starting to show wear.

Strap starting to show wear.
Discarded strap and replaced 

with new

Continue during pre inspection on 

everything before use.

9 Mark Musser Slips/Trips
Very muddy conditions after 

weekend rains

A slope was the main access to 

the site and was slippery after the 

rain

Use excavator to bench steps and 

remove wet material

10 Mike Jenkins Fall Protection
Jumping down from 3’ wall onto 

curing blankets.

  Not using proper access and 

egress.

Discussed with worker 

importance of using ladders and 

potential hazards.

Continually teaching new hires of 

our safety procedures
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Fall ProtectionDavid Kline3

7 Fall Protection

Zackary Rushing Electric/Tools

Walked over and and seen our 

subcontractor was cutting boards 

and using his foot as way to hold 

the board up while he was 

cutting. Stop him and asked him if 

there was a better/safer way for 

him to perform his job. The sub 

agreed that it wasn’t safe, and he 

should find a better way even if it 

took more time.

Trying to take shortcuts and 

potentially running the risk of 

injury too himself  had the 

circular saw jumped.

Stopping work, and getting a 

better safer surface to cut the 

materials on.

Slowing down, and doing what’s 

right, and safe for everyone.

Michael Kiwala JSA / Planning JSA filled out poorly Lack of description / planning
Worked with individual to create 

a good JSA for task performed

Don’t rush through JSA process. 

This is what keeps us safe and 

have us go home safely
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